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ACCESS AND RESTRICTIONS

Note

Inspection Information
For the purpose of this timber pest inspection report. Which form part of a combined timber 
pest and building inspection. The inspection information listed at the beginning of the building 
inspection report namely report information  shall apply. Including the date and time of 
inspection, agreement number,  who the report is prepared for and the description of the 
property inspected. 

1.1 Access to Areas

Areas where Access Should be Gained
No. Please read the report in its entirety.

1.2 Timber Pest Activity

Was there any Termite Workings or Damage Found -
Yes - Read this report in its entirety.

Were Any Live or Active Termites Found
No. Please read the report in its entirety
 

NOTE
Note: Any evidence of termite activity or workings in the grounds or building structure 
assumes that risk to buildings is very high. We strongly recommend a treatment to eradicate 
the termites and to protect the building. 

Any Visible Borer of seasoned Timbers Found
No - Of the areas able to be inspected there were no borer or borer damage visible.  Please 
read this report in its entirety.   

Any Damage caused by Wood Decay, Rot Found
Yes - Read this report in its entirety.

NOTE
For complete and accurate information please refer to the attached complete visual timber 
pest report, provided in accord with as 4349.3
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Are further inspections recommended
NO - read this report in its entirety

Where any major safety hazards identified
NO - read this report in its entirety

Susceptibility of this property to timber pests
In our opinion, the susceptibility of this property to timber pests is considered to be 
MODERATE TO HIGH. Read the report in full

Is a Invasive Inspection Recommended
No

1.3 Brief Description of the Structure Inspected

Building Type
Free Standing Domestic House

Height
Split Level

Floor
 Timber Flooring on Brick Piers
Some sections of the building is built on a concrete slab.

Walls
Brick vaneer

Garage
A timber carport
Garage attached to dwelling

Roof
Pitched Tile

Fences
Fences are of non timber construction
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Terms and Limitations

Important Information
Any person who relies upon the contents of this report does so acknowledging that the 
following clauses which define the scope and limitations of the inspection form an integral part 
of the report. 

1. This is a visual inspection only in accord with the requirements of as 4349.3 Inspection of 
buildings part 3: Timber pest inspections. This visual inspection was limited to those areas 
and sections of the property to which reasonable access (see definition) was both available 
and permitted on the date of inspection. The inspection did not include breaking apart, 
dismantling, removing or moving objects including, but not limited to, foliage, mouldings, roof 
insulation/sisalation, floor or wall coverings, sidings, ceilings, floors, furnishings, appliances or 
personal possessions. The inspector cannot see inside walls, between floors, inside skillion 
roofing, inside the eaves, behind stored goods in cupboards, in other areas that are concealed 
or obstructed. The inspector did not dig, gouge, force or perform any other invasive 
procedures. An invasive inspection will not be performed unless a separate contract is entered 
into. In an occupied property it must be understood that furnishings or household items may 
be concealing evidence of timber pests which may only be revealed when the items are 
moved or removed. In the case of strata type properties only the interior of the unit is 
inspected. 

2. Scope of report: This report is confined to reporting on the discovery, or non-discovery, of 
infestation and/or damage caused by subterranean and dampwood termites (white ants), 
borers of seasoned timber and wood decay fungi (hereinafter referred to as "timber pests"), 
present on the date of the inspection. The inspection did not cover any other pests and this 
report does not comment on them. Dry wood termites (family: Kalotermitidae) and european 
house borer (hylotrupes bujulus linnaeus) were excluded from the inspection, but have been 
reported on if, in the course of the inspection, any visual evidence of infestation happened to 
be found. If cryptotermes brevis (west indian dry wood termite) or hylotrupes bujulus linnaeus 
are discovered we are required by law to notify government authorities. If reported a special 
purpose report may be necessary. 

3. Hidden damage:  If timber pest activity and/or damage is found, within the structures or the 
grounds of the property, then damage may exist in concealed areas, eg framing timbers. An 
invasive inspection is strongly recommended in this case. Damage may only be found when 
wall linings, cladding or insulation are removed to reveal previously concealed timbers.

4. Limitations: Nothing contained in the report implies that any inaccessible or partly 
inaccessible areas or sections of the property being inspected by the inspector on the date of 
the inspection were not, or have not been, infested by timber pests. Accordingly this report is 
not a guarantee that an infestation and/or damage does not exist in any inaccessible or partly 
inaccessible areas or sections of the property. Nor is it a guarantee that a future infestation of 
timber pests will not occur or be found. 
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5. Determining extent of damage: The report is not a structural damage report. Any 
observations or recommendations about timber damage should not be taken as expert 
opinion and cannot be relied upon. The report will not state the full extent of any timber pest 
damage. The report will state timber damage found as 'slight', `moderate', `moderate to 
extensive‟ or „extensive‟. This information is not the opinion of an expert. If any evidence of 
timber pest activity and/or damage resulting from timber pest activity is reported either in the 
structure(s) or the grounds of the property, then you must assume that there may be 
concealed structural damage within the building(s). This concealed damage may only be 
found when wall linings, cladding or insulation is removed to reveal previously concealed 
timbers. An invasive timber pest inspection (for which a separate contract is required) is 
strongly recommended and you should arrange for a separate inspection by a qualified 
builder, engineer, or architect to carry out a structural inspection and to determine the full 
extent of the damage and the extent of repairs that may be required. You agree that neither 
we nor the individual conducting the inspection is responsible or liable for the repair of any 
damage whether disclosed by the report or not. 

6. Mould: Mildew and non-wood decay fungi is commonly known as mould and is not 
considered a timber pest. However, mould and their spores may cause health problems or 
allergic reactions such as asthma and dermatitis in some people. No inspection for mould was 
carried out at the property and 
No report on the presence or absence of mould is provided. Should any evidence of mould 
happen to be noticed during the inspection, it will be noted in the other information (5.11) 
Section of this report. If mould is noted as present within the property and you are concerned 
as to the possible health risk resulting from its presence then you should seek advice from 
your local council, state or commonwealth government health department or a qualified expert 
such as an industry hygienist. 

7. Disclaimer of liability: No liability shall be accepted on account of failure of the report to 
notify any termite activity and/or damage present at or prior to the date of the report in any 
areas(s) or section(s) of the subject property physically inaccessible for inspection, or to which 
access for inspection is denied by or to the licensed inspector (including but not limited to any 
area(s) or section(s) so specified by the report). 

8. Disclaimer of liability to third parties: Compensation will only be payable for losses arising in 
contract or tort sustained by the client named on the front of this report. Any third party acting 
or relying on this report, in whole or in part, does so entirely at their own risk. 

9. Complaints procedure: In the event of any dispute or claim arising out of, or relating to the 
inspection or the report, you must notify us as soon as possible of the dispute or claim by 
email, fax or mail. You must allow us (which includes persons nominated by us) to visit the 
property (which visit must occur within twenty eight (28) days of your notification to us) and 
give us full access in order that we may fully investigate the complaint. You will be provided 
with a written response to your dispute or claim within twenty eight (28) days of the date of the 
inspection. 
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If you are not satisfied with our response you must within twenty one (21) days of your receipt 
of our written response refer the matter to a mediator nominated by us from the institute of 
arbitrators and mediators of australia. The cost of the mediator will be borne equally by both 
parties or as agreed as part of the mediated settlement. 
Should the dispute or claim not be resolved by mediation then the dispute or claim will 
proceed to arbitration. The institute of arbitrators and mediators of australia will appoint an 
arbitrator who will hear and resolve the dispute. The arbitration, subject to any directions of 
the arbitrator, will proceed in the following manner: 
A) the parties must submit all written submissions and evidence to the arbitrator within twenty 
one (21) days of the appointment of the arbitrator; and 
(B) the arbitration will be held within twenty one (21) days of the arbitrator receiving the written 
submissions. 

The arbitrator will make a decision determining the dispute or claim within twenty one (21) of 
the final day of the arbitration. The arbitrator may, as part of his determination, determine what 
costs, if any, each of the parties are to pay and the time by which the parties must be paid any 
settlement or costs.  The decision of the arbitrator is final and binding on both parties. Should 
the arbitrator order either party to pay any settlement amount or costs to the other party but 
not specify a time for payment then such payment shall be made within twenty one (21) days 
of the order. 
In the event you do not comply with the above complaints procedure and commence litigation 
against us then you agree to fully indemnify us against any awards, costs, legal fees and 
expenses incurred by us in having your litigation set aside or adjourned to permit the 
foregoing complaints procedure to complete. 

9. Complaint investigation: In the event any litigation is started as a result of the inspection 
and/or report, you indemnify us against any legal fees and expenses incurred where you have 
not first allowed us the opportunity to visit the property to investigate the complaint and 
provide you with a written response within 28 days.

2. Visual Timber Pest Inspection Report 

Important Information
For complete and accurate information please refer to the attached complete visual timber 
pest report, provided in accord with as 4349.3
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2.1 Brief Description of Areas Inspected

NOTE
Only structures, fences & or trees within 50m of the building but within the property 
boundaries were inspected. 

The areas inspected were
Exterior
Garage
Grounds
Interior
Roof Void
Subfloor

2.4 Areas of Visual Inspection obstructed and why-

Areas Obstructed
There is carpet, owners possessions, items in cupboards & furniture present throughout the 
building which is preventing a thorough inspection from being undertaken. You should be 
aware that furnishings and/or owners possessions may be concealing evidence of timber 
pests and defects, which may only be revealed when items are removed or moved. It is 
strongly recommended that full access be gained as it could be harbouring timber pest 
activity, pest damage or defects.      

Please Note
Please note since a complete inspection of the above areas was not possible, timber pest 
activity and/or damage may exist in these areas.
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2.6 House furnishings

Please Note
Where a property is furnished at the time of the inspection then you must understand that the 
furnishings and stored goods may be concealing evidence of timber pest activity. This 
evidence may only be revealed when the property is vacated. A further inspection of the 
vacant property is strongly recommended in this case.

No inspection was made and no report is submitted, of inaccessible areas.  If a complete 
inspection of the areas in the dwelling was not possible, termite activity and/or damage may 
exist in these areas and nothing in this report implies that any inaccessible or partly 
inaccessible areas or sections of the property being inspected by me on the date of the 
inspection were not, or have not been infested by timber pests.

Accordingly, this report is does not report on inaccessible areas. This includes  but may not be 
limited to concealed frame timbers, eaves, areas concealed by concrete floors, wall linings, 
soil, landscaping, rubbish, floor coverings (carpet lino etc.), Furniture, pictures, appliances 
(dishwashers, refrigerators, washing machines, ovens, microwave ovens, heating and cooling 
units etc.), Stored items (clothes on floor, boxes on floor and against walls, beds against walls 
and the like), insulation, hollow blocks/columns/posts/poles or other architectural hollow 
structures.  Furnishings found at this dwelling were not inspected and do not form part of this 
inspection. 

Was the dwelling Furnished -
The dwelling was fully furnished.
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TIMBER PEST FINDINGS

3.  Subterranean Termites

Were Active or Live Termites Visible -
No. Of the visble and accessible areas inspected, there were no visible termites found at the 
time of the inspection. 

3.1 Termite Nests -

Was a Termite Nest Found -
No termite nests found at time of inspection.

3.2 Subterranean Termite Damage or workings -

Any workings or damage found -
Yes, termite damage was found in.
Timber deck

Please Note
Where evidence of termite activity was found in the grounds then the risk to buildings is very 
high. A treatment to eradicate the termites and to protect the building(s) should be carried out. 
Where the evidence of termite workings was found in the grounds or the building(s) then the 
risk of a further attack is very high.
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Was any evidence of timber damage visible
Yes
We claim no expertise in building and if any evidence or damage has been reported then you 
must have a building expert determine the full extent of damage and the estimated cost of 
repairs or timber replacement (See Terms & Limitations).

If damage is visible does it present a safety risk
No
Important Note: Where a Major Safety Hazard is identified above, it must be attended to and/
or rectified to avoid the possibility of personal injury &/or death.
VERY Important:
If live termites or any evidence of termite workings or damage was reported above within the 
building(s) or in the ground and fences then it must be assumed that there may be concealed 
termite activity and/or timber damage. This concealed activity or damage may only be found 
when alterations are carried out such as when wall linings, cladding or insulation are removed 
or if you arrange for an invasive inspection. We claim no expertise in structural engineering or 
building. We strongly recommend that you have a qualified person such as a Builder, 
Engineer, Architect or other qualified expert in the building trade determine the full extent of 
the damage, if any. This may require an invasive inspection. We take no responsibility for the 
repair of any damage whether disclosed by this report or not. (See Terms & Limitations).
Where visual evidence of termite workings and/or damage is reported above, but no live 
termites were present at the time of inspection, you must realize that it is possible that 
termites are still active in the immediate vicinity and the termites may continue to cause 
further damage. It is not possible, without benefit of further investigation and a number of 
inspections over a period of time, to ascertain whether any infestation is active or inactive. 
Active termites may simply have not been present at the time of inspection due to a prior 
disturbance, climatic conditions, or they may have been utilizing an alternative feeding source. 
Continued, regular, inspections are essential. Unless written evidence of a termite protection 
program in accord with "Australian Standard 3660" with ongoing inspections is provided, you 
must arrange for a treatment in accord with "Australian Standard 3660" to be carried out 
immediately to reduce the risk of further attack.
General remarks: A more thorough INVASIVE INSPECTION is available (refer to section 9). 
Where any current visible evidence of Timber Pest activity is found it is strongly recommended 
that a more invasive inspection is performed. Trees and stumps on the property with a 
diameter more than 100mm have been visually inspected for evidence of termite activity to a 
height of 2m where access was possible and practical.  It is very difficult, and generally 
impossible to locate termite nests since they are underground and evidence in trees is usually 
well concealed. We therefore strongly recommend that you arrange to have trees test drilled 
for evidence of termite nests.
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3.3 Any Evidence of a Previous Termite Treatment -

Any Evidence of previous Treatments Found -
No, there was no visible evidence or a previous termite treatment was located at the property.

Warning
Warning: If evidence of drill holes in concrete or brickwork or other signs of a possible 
previous treatment are reported then the treatment was probably carried out because of an 
active termite attack. Extensive structural damage may exist in concealed areas. You should 
have an invasive inspection carried out and have a builder determine the full extent of any 
damage and the estimated cost of repairs as the damage may only be found when wall linings 
etc. Are removed. Normally if a termite treatment has been carried out then a durable notice 
should be located in the meter box indicating the type of termite shield system, treated zone 
or combination has been installed. 

3.4 Durable Notice 

Was a Treatment Notice Found -
No, a durable notice was not found during the inspection.

Please Note
This firm can give no assurances with regard to work that may have been previously 
performed by other firms. You should obtain copies of all paperwork and make your own 
inquiries as to the quality of the treatment, when it was carried out and warranty information. 
In most cases you should arrange for a treatment in accord with “australian standard 3660” be 
carried out to reduce the risk of further attack.

3.5 Borer

Borer Information
Borer information: Lyctus brunneus (powder post beetle) is not considered a significant pest of 
timber. Damage is confined to the sapwood so treatment or timber replacement is not usually 
required. However, you should have a building expert investigate if any timber replacement is 
required. 

Anobium punctatum (furniture beetle) and calymmaderus incisus (queensland pine beetle) 
must always be considered active, unless proof of treatment is provided, because, unless the 
timber is ground up, one cannot determine conclusively if activity has ceased. Total timber 
replacement of all susceptible timbers is recommended. A secondary choice is treatment. 
However, the evidence and damage will remain and the treatment may need to be carried out 
each year for up to three years. 

Was Visible Evidence of Borer Found -
No
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Please Note
If any evidence or damage has been reported then you must have a building expert determine 
the full extent of damage and the estimated cost of repairs or timber replacement (see terms 
& limitations). Borer activity is usually determined by the presence of exit holes and/or frass. 
Since a delay exists between the time of initial infestation and the appearance of these signs, 
it is possible that some borer activity may exist that is not discernible at the time of inspection.

4.  Timber Fungal Decay - Rot 

Evidence of Wood Decay Fungi -Rot -
Yes, in the following areas ,
Subfloor Timbers ,
Verandah timbers

Extent of Damage Caused by Rot -
 If any evidence of fungal decay or damage is reported you should consult a building expert 
determine the full extent of damage and the estimated cost of repairs or timber replacement 
(see terms & limitations).         
Moderate Damage

Does the damage present a Major Safety Hazard
No
Important Note: Where a Major Safety Hazard is identified above, it must be attended to and/
or rectified to avoid the possibility of personal injury &/or death.
We claim no expertise in building and if any evidence of fungal decay or damage is reported 
you should consult a building expert to determine the full extent of damage and the estimated 
cost of repairs or timber replacement (See Terms & Limitations).
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CONDUSIVE CONDITIONS

5.  Conducive Conditions to Timber Pests

Water leaks -
There was water leakage detected during the inspection from some plumbing pipes in the sub 
floor.         
There was water leakage noted from air conditioning pipe the ceiling, consult builder 

Please Note
Water leaks, especially in or into the sub-floor or against the external walls e.G. Leaking taps, 
water tanks or down pipes and or guttering, increases the likelihood of termite attack. Leaking 
showers or leaks from other „wet areas‟ also increase the likelihood of concealed termite 
attack. These conditions are also conducive to borer activity and wood decay. 

If any leaks were reported then you must have a plumber or other building expert to determine 
the full extent of damage and the estimated cost of repairs. 
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5.1 Hot Water Unit Overflow

Please Note
Hot water services and air conditioning units which release water alongside or near to building 
walls need to be connected to a drain (if this is not possible then their water outlet needs to be 
piped several meters away from the building) as the resulting wet area is highly conducive to 
termites. 

Water tanks should not leak and the overflow should be adequately connected to storm water.  
A plumber should be engaged if the water tank overflow is not connected to storm water.

Was the overflow sufficiently drained -
No - Divert hot water overflow away from the building perimeter

Was the Air Conditioner Sufficiently Drained -
No - Divert A/C overflow away from the building perimeter
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5.2 Moisture Readings

Was there any Excessive Moisture Readings -
Moderate moisture readings were noted

Please Note
High moisture readings can be caused by any one of the following: Poor ventilation, 
ineffective drainage, leaking pipes, leaking roofs, defective flashing or by concealed termite 
activity. The areas of high moisture should be investigated by way of an invasive inspection. If 
high moisture was reported then you must have a building expert investigate the moisture and 
its cause and determine the full extent of damage and the estimated cost of repairs.

Equipment Of Moisture detection used
Tramex Encounter Moisture Meter
If high moisture was reported then you must have a building expert investigate the moisture 
and its cause and determine the full extent of damage and the estimated cost of repairs.

5.3 Sub Floor Ventilation 

Sub Floor Ventilation is Generally -
Limited

5.4 Slab Edge Exposure

Is the Slab Edge adequately Exposed -
Garage slab is an infill, slab edge not applicable.

5.5 Weep Holes and Sub Floor Vents

Were the vents clear -
Yes

Please Note
It is very important that soil, lawn, concrete paths or pavers do not cover the weep holes. 
Sometimes they have been covered during the rendering of the brick work. They should be 
clean and free flowing. Covering the weep holes in part or in whole may allow undetected 
termite entry.
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6.  Ant Capping and Termite Shields

The Termite Shields Appear to Be -
Although antcapping is installed, it is rusting in some areas.  The purpose of antcapping is to 
prevent concealed termite entry by forcing the termites build mud tunnels around the visible 
sections of the antcapping enabling detection during a pest inspection.  Antcapping will not 
prevent the entry of termites to a structure however, correctly fitted ant caps will assist in early 
detection.  If it is not possible or practicable to fit or repair antcapping, this area should be 
regularly inspected by a licensed pest inspector.      

Please Note
Termite shields (ant caps) should be in good order and condition so termite workings are 
exposed and visible. This helps stop termites gaining undetected entry. Joins in the shielding 
should have been soldered during the installation. Whenever it is observed that the joins in 
the shielding have not been soldered then the shielding must be reported as inadequate. It 
may be possible for a builder to repair the shielding. If not, a chemical treated zone may need 
to be installed to deter termites from gaining concealed access to the building. Missing, 
damaged or poor shields increase the risk of termite infestation. If considered inadequate a 
builder or other building expert should be consulted. Other physical shield systems are not 
visible to inspection and no comment is made on such systems.
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7. Areas Found Conducive To Termite Infestation -

Conducive Areas Requiring Amendments -
Wall mounted air conditioner overflow requires diverting to drain. This provides conducive 
conditions for termite infestation.  Engage plumber to rectify.    
Damp sub floor soil. This provides conducive conditions for termite infestation. The degree of 
risk is high. Engage plumber to assess and rectify.       
Hot water unit overflow not connected to drain.  This provides conducive conditions for termite 
infestation. The degree of risk is moderate to high. Engage plumber to rectify.               
Tree/leafy environment:  The house is located in a suburb which is high risk due to the 
environmental surrounds. It is close to large gum trees and parkland. The degree of risk is 
moderate to high and therefore a termite management plan/treatment is strongly advised.                             

8. Environmental Conditions 

Are Trees Close to Home -
Trees are in close proximity to the dwelling and within the termite foraging area.  These are a 
favorable influence for termite infestation and i recommend you liaise with the neighbours to 
have regularly checked and if in your site, organise regular inspections for termite infestation.    

Other Informational
Refer to important maintenance advice regarding ipm below.
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9. Thermal Imaging Results

Observation
No thermal anomalies were detected.
An infrared thermal imager was utilised during the inspection.
No thermal anomolies were detected during this inspection, however various factors must be 
taken into effect which may hamper or impede the reading obtainable by the imager. These 
factors include obstructions, ambient temperature, wall material and thickness etc. If any 
surface is restricted visually or otherwise, a proper thermal reading is not possible and is not 
within the scope of this inspection. Any findings or otherwise is reported on at the time of the 
inspection only.     

Closing Note
Thank you for using Millerd Pest Control.

The Inspection and Report was carried out by: Kane Millerd
State License Number: 15-001536-004
Contact the Inspector on: 
For and on Behalf of: Millerd Pest Control Pty Limited
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